Police Turn to Science for Help With Records
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the money had to be diverted for emergencies because of area disorders.

Now, Scourneau is hoping that ORACLE will be available to his department

within a couple of years.

"We are holding off for that, because there is no reason to spend several

thousands of dollars on other equipment if that will be open to us soon," the

captain said.

But the department has reduced the number of report copies made by office-

ers and gone to a block printing system of report writing.

The original report is then duplicated in as many copies as needed.

In Lynwood, Police Chief Ralph Darton reports that simplification of

police officer involvement in reporting has greatly aided departmental ef-

ficiency.

But record keeping is still a mounting problem, which you don't cope

with—you exist with it," the Lynwood chief says.

But Darton has coped effectively by changing officers' reports to machine
diction and letting the stenographic staff take it from there. Officers now

dictate in the station, but next year may start phoning in their reports to the

machine.

"We have increased the working time of uniformed officers in the

field about 35%," Darton said, adding that greater productivity from the de-

tective bureau has also resulted from the change.

Under the new system, reports are more complete, because the officer dictat-

ing knows he doesn't have to do the finished copy typing.

"It's financially foolish to pay officers to act as clerks, when they should be

out in the field in fairness to the taxpayers and to other officers," Darton

says.

But Lynwood's records still get the required copies, with clerks typing a

clean original and using a fast duplicating machine for additional copies.

"We hope to go into OR-

ACLE and are now on

AWWS. To keep up, we

take advantage of every automated system the department can rea-

sonably afford," Darton explained.

The rising flood of paper work is indicated by the growth of arrests within

that city of 43,000 people.

Five years ago, the Lyn-

wood Police Department averaged from 98 to 105 arrests monthly.

In 1970, the figure had grown to 263 for a monthly average and in March

arrests totaled 383.

Downey Police Chief Loren D. Morgan says his department's system of

having officers phone in reports to dictating ma-

chines has greatly reduced officers' writing time.

"It doesn't cut down on reports, but it helps officers gain time by not hav-

ing to write them out in longhand," Morgan says. Sergeant check each re-

port before final preparation and added data is in-

cluded, if needed.

But report copies are kept to the number need-

ed, which are duplicated from the single original.

Downey has cut down on many reports, however. Reports good only for in-

surance purposes, such as petty theft records, are made in pencil by the field

officer and filed.

Reports, which take up rows of filing space in many law enforcement

agencies, are cleaned out as quickly as possible in Downey.

Reports of misdeem-

or who are more than a year old—with no out-

standing warrants or sus-

pects involved—are cleared out.

Felony reports are de-

stroyed after five years if no warrant is outstanding, suspect named or prop-

erty identifiable for recovery, the chief said.

"We have quit reporting some minor crimes—such as a kid tossing an orange

against a house when we have no suspect, or loud radios. This type of in-

cident is handled in the field," Morgan explains.
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But despite efforts to cut down on report writing time, the requirements for paper work climb as legislation adds new requirements for information. For instance, reports on burglaries are now broken down into daytime, nighttime, over and under $50, value, commercial, resident, and other. More record keeping is also now required in narcotics violations than a few years ago, classified according to the types of drugs and offenses.

Within the past year, law has required police officers to prepare detailed information for the courts on suspects, including material status, length of time married (if applicable), how long worked at job and length of residence in one location.

"It's a small thing, but year by year, legislation stacks one record requirement on another," Morgan explains.

To help bolster the department against the pressure of paper work Downey is hoping that it too can join the planned countywide ORACLE system as soon as it is available.

Quick Advantage

In Bell Gardens, Police Chief Ferlie Childers has had a break in handling his growing demands for records. But he still says the basic problem is that "a greater flood of material simply requires faster handling."

Still, the department gained a quick advantage during organization of the records bureau last year when the department was formed.

"The Golden State Bank agreed to let us use their computer during their down-time, as a public service," the chief says. The bank charges only enough to cover the direct cost of the service.

With this backup in record keeping the department logs every call received where any action is taken.

To cut down report handling time now, Whittier police block their reports which are duplicated as needed. The department tried recorded reports from officers, but found that revisions took about as much time as the there were not enough typists to keep up with the incoming records.

"There is a need for a common denominator in record systems because there are so many systems which are not interchangeable," Hatch emphasizes.

Volume Increasing

In South Gate, a city of 56,400 residents, Police Chief Don Chase says that "we just keep up with it (the records flow) as best we can."

He explains the volume is increasing but that the department has not gone to a computerized system. ORACLE is expected to help meet that growing demand, make records available on a uniform basis throughout the county and cut down costs of records preparation, filing and retrieval.

The system is being prepared in three stages. In the first stage, the equipment is being installed in the entire third floor of the Hall of Justice in Los Angeles, where it will connect Sheriff's Department and Los Angeles Police Department records facilities.

Complex System

A video tape file, ORACLE will contain regional case files, mass storage and retrieval of documents, photos, graphics and support data and identification of arrested persons.

In addition, the system will contain past histories of suspects, investigators' interviews and jail documents.

Unique to the system will be the fingerprint identification system which will include updated radio equipment as well as the video receiver.

With the video screen, the station dispatcher will be able to read in seconds the complete file of any person in the centralized memory banks.
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